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This commentary about implicit memory research deals with four issues: terminology, its underlying logic, cognate areas, and theoretical issues. First, althoughappropriate termsarestffl
being developed to describe the phenomena of interest in thisarea, IadvocatetheexpliciAmplicit
distinction for the different forms of memory and types of tests and argue that the term remembering should only be applied to explicit retention. Second, although discovering functional dissociations between two retention tests are a useful research tactic, I believe a better strategy
is to use converging operations for theoretical constructs in the form of multiple tests. Third,
implicit memory research should be informed by research on similar problems in other domains
(e.g., motor skill learning, social cognition). Finally, if we accept the interpretation of explicit/implicit memory research in terms of memory systems, it appears that 5 major systems
and 20 or so subsystems may be required. Historical analogues to this situation are briefly considered.
The field of inquiry now known as implicit memory
research has a long history, as Daniel Schacter described
briefly in his opening remarks to this symposium and more
fully in his important review paper (Schacter, 1987).
However, most experimental psychologists probably became aware of this new endeavor as a specific line of
inquiry only in the 1980s. Papers such as those of
Warrington and Weiskrantz (1968, 1970) may have been
familiar to a few in the 1970s, but more likely the important publications from several groups in the early 1980s
directed experimental psychologists’ attention to this new
line of work. I would include in this set of seminal papers
those of Jacoby and Dallas (1981), Jacoby and Witherspoon (1982), Graf, Mandler, and Haden (1982), and
Tulving, Schacter, and Stark (1982). All of these papers
reported dissociations between two measures of
memory—one explicit and one implicit—as a function of
some experimental variable. Typically, the dissociation
involved an independent variable that experimental psychologists thought they had pinned down reasonably well,
such as levels of processing or retention interval. The
remarkable finding from these new studies was that the
“well-understood” variable did not have the usual effect
on the implicit memory measure, and in some cases even
had a reversed effect (Jacoby, 1983). These dissociations,
coupled with similar dissociations from neuropsychological populations, excited the interest of experimental psychologists and eventually led to the current symposium.
The 1980s can be designated as the decade in which
implicit memory research became a separate subtopic in
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the study of human memory. Nineteen eighty-nine may
even be seen as a landmark year in its development. For
one thing, this symposium at the Psychonomic Society
provides a fitting capstone for the decade. Judging by the
attendance (which I estimated at 300—400), the topic has
wide interest. The second noteworthy event of 1989 was
the publication of the first book with “implicit memory”
in its title (Lewandowsky, Dunn, & Kirsner, 1989).
My commentary is on the current status of some issues
in the field, as reflected both in the foregoing papers in
the symposium and in other recent developments. I shall
briefly cover four topics: some issues of terminology, a
brief critique of commonly accepted methods and the logic
of inquiry in this area, a survey ofcognate areas that need
consideration, and finally a few remarks on theoretical
developments, particularly about memory systems.
Terminology
It is no secret that the terminology in the inchoate area
of implicit memory research is in a confusing state. For
example, the term procedural memory seems to have three
or four distinct meanings, depending upon the author using it. Even the contrast between explicit and implicit
memory (Graf & Schacter, 1985) is in dispute, with others
preferring to use direct and indirect memory to refer to
the same contrast between tests. As far as I can tell, Segal (1966) was the first to use the direct/indirect terminology, but the most recent champions have been
Richardson-Klavehn and Bjork (1988), following Johnson and Hasher (1987). Schacter (1987) uses the implicit
and explicit memory distinction to refer both to forms of
memory and to two classes of memory tests (but not to
different memory systems in the brain). RichardsonKlavehn and Bjork (1988) agree with the implicit/explicit
usage for distinguishing forms of memory but, for various reasons, advocate the direct/indirect terminology in
describing the two different classes of tests.
Copyright 1990 Psychonomic Society, Inc.
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This is not the place for a lengthy discussion of whether
explicit/implicit or direct/indirect should be the preferred
terminology for memory tests. Briefly, I opt for the former
for several reasons. First, the explicit/implicit contrast
seems to better reflect the notion of different “modes of
retrieval” (to borrow the phrase I used with Blaxton in
1987), or different forms of memory. The explicit/implicit
contrast implies that access to memory operates differently in the two cases. On the other hand, the contrast
between direct and indirect tests seems to imply that the
same knowledge or form of memory is being accessed,
but directly in one test and indirectly in the other. If this
is so, strong (“crossover”) dissociations between these
two types of tests would not be expected. In short, the
fact that the tests access different forms of memory should
guide our use of terms in describing them.
A more pragmatic reason for favoring the explicit/implicit terminology for tests can be illustrated by
some difficulties of exposition that Brad Challis and I have
recently encountered in preparing a manuscript (Roediger
& Challis, 1990). Briefly, part of the paper is devoted
to the issue of whether or not priming on a word-fragmentcompletion test ( 1_ ha —) is affected by prior study
of the target word (elephant) or of its synonyms and associates (pachyderm, tusk). Following the widely accepted
terminology introduced by Cofer (1967), the former case
is often referred to as direct priming and the latter case
as indirect priming. If this terminology is continued—
and I think it should be—then writing a paper about
whether direct and indirect priming occurs for direct and
indirect memory tests can be somewhat confusing, as
Challis and I discovered. We quickly switched to the explicit/implicit test contrast.’
The possibility exists that neither the explicit/implicit
nor the direct/indirect contrast will wind up being the accepted terminology, because many researchers complain
(at least privately) about both sets of terms. Other terms
have been suggested (e.g., see Jacoby & Witherspoon,
1982). Perhaps a more accurate pair ofdescriptors would
be retention with awareness and retention without awareness. Although these are longer and clumsier, they accurately capture the relevant contrast better than do the
other two sets of terms. Of course, the thorny problem
of assessing awareness and its implications must be overcome, but good conceptual progress has been made on
this front (Schacter, Bowers, & Booker, 1989).
The fact that we have not yet straightened out our terminology in 1990 is, in my opinion, no cause for despair.
We are currently trying out a number ofterms, and some
will emerge in the years to come as the most useful. At
this point, we may not even know enough about the
phenomena to invent the best descriptors. However the
terminology develops, I would like to conclude this section by making one strong recommendation concerning
use of the term remember and its related forms, following the lead of Tulving (1985). According to common
usage and most dictionary definitions, remembering implies that a person is consciously aware of the knowledge
from past experience being brought to mind at a later time.
—

—

Thus, the term should be used exclusively for explicit (or
direct) forms of retention. If we retain this assumption,
the phrase “remembering without awareness” is properly
seen as an oxymoron, as is the phrase “implicit remembering.” I think we should drop all of these contradictory uses; retention without awareness, yes, but remembering without awareness, no.
Some Methodological Observations
The logic of the typical experiment comparing explicit
and implicit memory is straightforward and follows the
logic of functional dissociation: manipulate an independent variable (or, in neuropsychological investigations,
a subject variable) and observe subjects’ performance on
two different retention tests, one of each type. Depending upon one’s theoretical orientation, the two tests could
be considered as representing explicit and implicit tests,
episodic and semantic tests, declarative and procedural
tests, data-driven and conceptually driven tests, and so
forth. When dissociations are found between tests as a
function of the independent or subject variable of interest,
the resulting pattern is seen as validating the theoretical
contrast used in selection of the tests.
This logic is fine as far as it goes, and has led to many
interesting and importantdiscoveries. However, the limitations quickly become obvious. We find dozens of dissociations on all sorts of dimensions, but rarely do
researchers provide converging operations to substantiate their theoretical constructs. I have made this point in
a number of prior writings (starting with Roediger, 1984)
but believe it needs reiteration. To put the matter briefly,
in designing experiments to investigate dissociations between explicit and implicit measures of memory, we need
to incorporate into our experiments multiple tasks thought
to reflect the construct (Neely, 1989). If, for example,
we believe that separate episodic and semantic memory
systems underlie performance on these tests and can be
dissociated by a particular variable, we need (minimally)
two tasks in the experiment to reflect episodic memory
and two other tasks to reflect semantic memory. In addition, for similar reasons, we also need to include multiple independent variables to assess whether the dissociations between tests generalize across this dimension
(Shoben & Ross, 1986).
The general idea is to manipulate independent variables
of interest to see how they affect performance on (at
least) two episodic tests and on two semantic tests. If the
effect ofthe variables is the same on both of the episodic
tests and on both of the semantic tests, but the pattern
differs between tests falling into the different classes, then
support for the theoretical distinction is warranted. On
the other hand, following this strategy also leads to the
possibility that dissociations will be found between implicit (or semantic) memory tests and between explicit (or
episodic) memory tests. Indeed, Blaxton (1989) has recently reported just such a pattern with normal subjects,
as have others (Srinivas & Roediger, in press; Witherspoon & Moscovitch, 1989). Butters’s presentation in this
symposium provides a compelling example of this strategy
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with various neuropsychological populations. Such dissociations between implicit tests show, minimally, that
no single underlying theoretical construct can explain implicit retention (just as no single construct can explain explicit retention).
The general point is that there is nothing privileged
about dissociations between explicit and implicit memory
tests, and that a proper theory must take account of this
fact. The explicit/implicit distinction is nonetheless important, because when test conditions are held constant
except for the instructions subjects are given at the time
of testing, dissociations between implicit and explicit tests
can still be found in both normal and amnesic populations
(as first shown by Graf & Mandler, 1984, Experiment 3).
The plea in this second part of my commentary, then, is
for multiple converging measures of our theoretical constructs within the same experiment, or at least under similar conditions.
Cognate Areas
The study of implicit memory runs the risk of becoming an insulated enterprise. Although I argued above that
this area has blossomed as an independent field of inquiry
only in the l980s, there are obviously many antecedents
and many cognate areas that should be studied in parallel,
with the hope for cross-fertilization of thought. I mention seven here, briefly.
First, Jacoby and Brooks (1984) have pointed to interrelations between the study of processes in concept formation and those in memory. Indeed, they have argued
strongly that theories of memory must commit themselves
to a particular theory of concept formation. Many experimental problems in the study of concept formation are
also similar to those in implicit retention, with transfer
designs being frequently employed and researchers worrying about whether or not rules for defining concepts can
be described in words.
A second parallel area, where the interrelations have
also been developed by Jacoby (e.g., Jacoby & Kelley,
in press), is the fertile field of social cognition.
Researchers have studied the effects of priming concepts,
such as hostility and friendliness, in person perception
(Smith & Branscombe, 1988; Srull & Wyer, 1980) and
wondered whether the effects of past experience on current behavior are accessible to awareness (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977). Again, many of the techniques bear a strong
similarity to those used in studying implicit memory.
A third area that
seem directly related is the study
of explicit and implicit processes involved in learning artificial grammars (e.g., see Reber, 1967). Indeed, the
terms explicit and implicit were used in this literature long
before the study of implicit memory by experimental psychologists began, although the terms have different shades
of meaning in the two fields of inquiry. One interesting
finding to emerge from studies of artificial grammar learning is that when subjects are told explicitly to search for
rules when exposed to strings of letters, they show less
learning of the rule used to generate the strings than when
such instructions are omitted (see Reber, 1989). So far,
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there has been little cross-referencing of studies of implicit grammar learning and implicit memory.
A fourth potential area that deserves attention is the
transfer-of-training literature that was such a hot topic in
experimental psychology from (roughly) the 1 940s to the
l960s. Researchers were interested in assessing how
learning of one task had proceeded (or what had been
learned) by transferring subjects to related tasks (e.g., see
Hovland, 1951; Postman, 1971) and taking the amount
of transfer to the new task as a reflection of the processes
or contents of original learning. Of course, implicit
memory measures are also transfer measures, and the formal logic (if not the procedural details) is quite similar
to implicit memory studies and some of the older transferof-training experiments. Many of these prior findings may
take on new importance if they were to be reexamined.
Fifth, students of implicit memory have paid surprisingly little attention to the work involved in learning motor skills. After all, the usual definition of procedural
learning involves the running off of some skilled behavior,
and most of the common examples given (riding a bicycle,
serving a tennis ball) are motor skills. There is a rich body
of literature on motor skill learning (e.g., Schmidt, 1988)
that could be examined to good effect. In a related vein,
some researchers have shown that complex rules relating stimuli to responses in choice reaction-time tasks can
be learned implicitly (Lewicki, Czyzewska, & Hoffman,
1987; Nissen & Bullemer, 1987; Stadler, 1989). Again,
transfer designs are critical in this literature too.
Sixth, the study of implicit memory also interrelates
with studies of higher mental processes, particularly those
involved in analogical transfer and problem solving. The
issue is whether subjects who have learned to solve a particular sort of problem will be able to use the solution again
when faced with another problem of a similar type. The
general fmding is that subjects fail to transfer knowledge
from one problem to another unless they are either explicitly reminded at the time of the second problem about
the original solution, or unless the surface similarity between the two problems is so great as to force such reminding (e.g., see Gick & Holyoak, 1983; Holyoak, 1985). In
short, transfer occurs under explicit (aware) test conditions,
but not under implicit conditions. The issue researched is
quite similar to that involved in conceptually driven implicit memory tests (Roediger, Weldon, & Challis, 1989),
such as prior priming of words on their later use in answering general-knowledge questions (see Blaxton, 1989).
Indeed, the issue of transfer can be seen as even broader
by asking how much of what is learned during some
educational process can be transferred or generalized outside the educational context. Lehman, Lempert, and Nisbett (1988) have examined whether training in statistics
provides better reasoning for solving statistical problems
outside the context of a statistics course, which provides
one example of a cognate area in education. Implicit transfer of knowledge from educational settings to others may
provide an interesting topic for future research.
The last topic to be mentioned should, in some ways,
have been the first: the study of perceptual processes.
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The last topic to be mentioned should, in some ways,
have been the first: the study of perceptual processes.
Some of us believe that many commonly used implicit
memory tests rely heavily on bottom-up, data-driven
processing and, thus, the study of perception is obviously
critical. Indeed, psychologists studying perception have
been interestedin the phenomenon of perceptual priming
for quite some time (Gollin, 1960; Leeper, 1935), an interest which continues to the present Psychonomic Society meeting in a paper by Biederman, Cooper, and
Gerhardstein (1989; see also Biederman, 1987). Biederman is interested in the perception and recognition of objects, which relates to the implicit memory studies of picture fragment completion (e.g., Snodgrass, 1989; Weldon
& Roediger, 1987). More commonly, implicit memory
studies involve resolving words from data-limited displays—either briefpresentations or fragmented forms. The
interrelations between this work and that in the study of
word perception points to yet another critical area of
overlap.
Schacter, Cooper, and Delaney, in the prior paper in
this symposium (and 1990), and Tulving and Schacter
(1990) have recently argued that a perceptual representation system—a newly discovered memory system—
underlies data-driven priming (see also Schacter, in press).
The perceptual representation system may be what perception psychologists have been studying all along, although they simply call it “perception.’ ‘2 In short, to the
extent that we study perceptual processes in implicit
memory work, we need to be better acquainted with the
basic research in perception.
Theoretical Issues
Numerous theories have been advanced to explain implicit memory phenomena and the relation between implicit manifestations of memory and explicit measures.
Two general classes of theory have received the most attention: experimental psychologists have generally advocated some type of processing explanation of dissociations
(e.g., Graf & Mandler, 1984; Jacoby, 1988; Masson,
1989; Roediger et al., 1989), whereas those immersed in
neuropsychology have favored interpreting the dissociations in terms of distinct memory systems in the brain
(e.g., Sherry & Schacter, 1987; Squire, 1987; Tulving,
1983; Weiskrantz, 1989). I confine my comments here
to the latter.
The proposals for memory systems differ considerably
in detail, but the guiding assumption is that the brain has
distinct memory systems, and the theorist’s job is to discover the number of independent systems and their interrelations in explaining how explicit and implicit
memory phenomena occur. Two of my students and I have
critiqued this approach to explaining memory phenomena
(Roediger, Rajaram, & Srinivas, in press), and have argued that the evidence currently available from studies
of human memory does not fulfill the criteria proposed

by Sherry and Schacter (1987) for postulating distinct
memory systems. I do not have space to repeat the essence of the arguments here, but instead will relate an
anecdote. We sent the chapter to a number of people for
comments, in order to eliminate errors and (we hoped)
to sharpen our logic. We got the longest response from
Endel Tulving, and I appreciate his permission for quoting from the first part of a 3.5-page, single-spaced missive delivered by electronic mail.
First, let me tell you something that you may already suspect deep in your heart: The “battle” over multiple memory
systems is over, and the multiple-systems view has won.
Some people have not realized it yet, because they refuse
to look at the global picture. And even after most have seen
what happened, there will remain a few diehards—there are
always some—who are going to their graves with the convictions that they inherited from their teachers in graduate
school.... The outcome was (or, for nonbelievers, is going to be) what it was, because the general idea of multiple
memory systems fits the biological orientation of our day,
and biology matters more than does psychology right now.
Biologists eat and breathe specificity and modularity, and
they think the idea of “unitary” memory, or unitary anything, is a philosophical affectation. It is as simple as that.
The guiding assumption of the last few sentences is certainly true. Neuropsychologists generally do “breathe
specificity and modularity,” as a reading of recent important texts in the area of cognitive neuropsychology
clearly attests (Ellis & Young, 1988; Shallice, 1988). The
primary criterion for separating modules and systems is
the logic of experimental dissociation, although its unbridled use in separating systems is not without its critics
(e.g., Neely, 1989; Olton, 1989). However, for the moment let us leave such doubts aside and assume that dissociation experiments do reveal distinct systems or modules. How many memory systems might we need to
postulate to account for dissociations in normal subjects
and in neuropsychological patients in 1990?
In preparing to answer this question, I first paused to
ask the question of how many memory systems had been
postulated in 1975 on the basis of evidence available then.
I came up with six: short-term and long-term stores (Atkinson & Shiffrmn, 1968), verbal and imaginal stores or
systems (Paivio, 1969), and episodic and semantic
memory (Tulving, 1972). These are not the only candidates, but they are the ones most widely discussed at that
time.
Now, of course, the scene is quite different. Although
some theorists have argued for a relatively small number
of systems—with Tulving (1985) proposing three main
systems, Squire (1987) arguing for two overarching systems, Tulving and Schacter (1990) for four—such ideas
have been criticized for ignoring a good deal of neuropsychological evidence (Ellis & Young, 1988, pp. 304306). Weiskrantz (1987, 1989), among others, has taken
a broader look at the evidence in constructing a typology
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of memory systems, and his writings inspired the construction of Table 1, although the ideas of others are
represented, too.
Although systems theorists are fond of saying that they
are attempting a taxonomy of memory, the term collage
seems more appropriate at the present stage of our
knowledge. In constructing Table 1, I tried to err on the
side of conservatism, but even so came up with five main
systems and about 20 or so subsystems. A detailed examination of the neuropsychology of reading and understanding speech would lead to many more systems (e.g.,
see Ellis & Young, 1988, p. 222). To reiterate, the configuration in Table 1 is my own, but it captures many of
the ideas currently available in the neuropsychology literature (e.g., as summarized by Ellis & Young, 1988). If
my calculation is even in the right ballpark, then we have
progressed from about 6 systems in 1975 to 20 or so
today.
Table 1 is unsatisfying in certain aspects. For example, I have placed short-term memory as a subsystem in
an episodic memory system, following common practice.
Episodic or event memory is the system postulated as
damaged in amnesic patients, but of course short-term
memory is spared in them. This implies that short-term
memory is not a subsystem of episodic memory and
(within this framework) should not be considered a part
of episodic memory. Perhaps it is a separate system. InTable I
Memory Systems Collage
Episodic (event) memory systems
Short-term store
Visual
Auditory
Long-term store
Verbal
Visual (Imagery)
Knowledge systems
Lexical Systems
Visual
Input
Output

Auditory
Input
Output
Concrete/abstract
High frequency/low frequency
Semantic systems
Visual objects
Faces

Meaning
Category specific
Modality specific
Stable associative memory systems
Classical conditioning
Priming systems
Perceptual representation system (“traceless QM system”)
Word-form system
Structural description system (objects)
Conceptual priming system
Procedural system
Motor skills
Cognitive skills
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terestingly, the status of short-term memory as a preserved

memory capacity in amnesic patients rarely figures in discussions of memory systems. Other problems of commission (is the priming word-form system the same as the
visual input lexical system?) and omission (what about
operant conditioning?) exist in Table 1, sO it should be
seen as quite tentative and incomplete.
Of course, I do not doubt that in a few years 20 will
seem much too conservative an estimate for memory systems. Given the inventiveness of neuropsychologists and
experimental psychologists, many more specific patterns
of brain damage resulting in specific cognitive deficits will
be found, and many more functional dissociations in normal subjects will be discovered, too. To provide just one
example, in reading some recent neuropsychological literature, I was struck by an observation made by Gazzaniga
(1989):
One patient, for example, was unable to name the color of
fruits that were red. Thus, in response to the question,
“What is the color of an apple?” there was a chance performance. Yet, the same patient was easily able to name
the color of a banana. Additionally, the same patient was
easily able to name the color of fire engines and school
houses. It is conceivable that her incapacity to identify the
color of red fruits was due to crucial fibers being interrupted
within her left hemisphere that connected together the appropriate information sources. (p. 949)

Apparently, these “crucial fibers” could be considered
a very specific module, or cognitive system, or memory
system: the red fruit system. Those proponents of extreme
modularity of mind will probably be able to discover
hundreds of similar systems.
The fact that the number of putative systems is increasing so rapidly provides some cause for concern to experimental psychologists, who prefer greater caution in these
matters and would like to see rather more stringent criteria imposed before a new system is announced (Roediger
et al., in press). But the sheer fact of increase does not
mean the systems proposals are incorrect. After all, many
parallel cases of increases in the number of entities exist
in science—the number of elements in the periodic table,
the number of stars and galaxies in the known universe,
the known numbers of species of insects, the number of
neurotransmitters, to provide just a few examples.
But the increase in the number of proposed psychological entities in many contexts has historically had a less
certain outcome. The situation today in the study of
memory systems has several parallels in the history of
psychology. Before 1920, the Gestalt psychologists began discovering the Gestalt laws of perception that are
familiar to all of us. What may be less familiar is how
quickly the number grew. When Helson reviewed the
literature in 1933, he identified 114! Of course, the exact
number may still be debated, but no contemporary treatment provides anything like this number (most having
been subsumed under more general laws).3
Another similar instance comes from the study of intelligence. Original factor-analytic studies seemed to show
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a general component of intelligence, but later Spearman
proposed both a general component and specific components. Thurstone, factor analyzing his data and others’,
arrived at seven “primary mental abilities.” The pace
quickened somewhat over the years, for in Guilford’s
“dimensional structureof intelligence,” 120 components
were postulated (see Hilgard, 1987, for a review). The
vehicle of progress in studying memory systems is the
logic of functional dissociation rather than factor analysis,
but the results seem the same—there are always more systems or factors. [With the advent of Robert Sternberg‘s
(1988) triarchic theory of intelligence, we have recently
been treated to a more manageable three.]
A final parallel, in some ways more direct, is William
McDougall’s (1908) approach to explaining motivated behavior in terms of instincts. Like proponents of memory
systems, he took a perfectly respectable biological
concept—instinct—andapplied it to humans. He basically
proposed that for each motivated human behavior there
was an instinct responsible, and a correlated emotion.
Some were straightforward; for eating, there is hunger.
But others were less so. According to Boring (1950,
p. 717), the list of instincts included flight, repulsion, curiosity, self-abasement, self-assertion, reproduction, gregariousness, and so forth, and each successive edition of
McDougall’s social psychology text included more. Boring writes that
this kind ofdynamic psychology was popularbecause it was
so simple and direct. It fell later in scientific disrepute, when
psychologists discovered that anyone can make up his own
list of instincts and that there is no way to prove that one
list is more certainly correct than another. McDougall
seemed to have borrowed too much from the faculty psy-

chology of his Scottish ancestors
tion with explanation. (p. 718)

...

who confused descrip-

It is, of course, too early to say whether or not the discovery of multiple memory systems will suffer the same
fate as the proliferation of Gestalt laws, types of intelligence, and McDougall’s hormic psychology, or will instead be vindicated like the increase in the number of
known stars, galaxies, and black holes. The future debate should prove interesting.
Closing Remarks
These are exciting times for students of human memory.
Variables that many of us had thought were relatively well
understood, at least as to their empirical effects if not as
to their theoretical interpretation, now behave quite differently on these new implicit measures of retention. Accounting for this state of affairs is the premier challenge
confronting us now. The field is in ferment, in terms of
terminology, findings, and theory. But that is good and
exciting. I recently ran across a quote in a Lewis Thomas
essay about biomedical research that seems to capture the
contemporary state of affairs for students of implicit
memory, and provides a fitting end to this comment.
The new mass of knowledge is still formless, incomplete;
lacking the essential threads of connection, displaying mis-

leading signals at every turn, riddled with blind alleys. There
are fascinating ideas all over the place, irresistible experiments beyond numbering, all sorts of new ways into the
maze of problems. But every next move is unpredictable,
every outcome is uncertain. It is a puzzling time, but a very
good time. (Thomas, 1974, p.119)
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ROEDIGER
NOTES

1. The terms directpriming and repetition priming are often used synonymously, but a distinction between them can be observed. Repetition priming might be reserved for cases when the form of the presented
item (e.g., a word) is the same on two occasions, as inthe lexical decision task when the subject decides that elephant is a word twice and
the faster reaction time on the second occasion provides the index of

priming. Direct priming may be used whenever the target is the same
on two occasions, even ifits form is not (e.g., study elephant, test with
_l_ _ha_ _). Repetition priming may thus be viewed as a special case
of direct priming, being limited to the situation when the exact form
of the target is presented twice.
2. Fergus Craik made this point in the discussion following Schacter’s
presentation.
3. James Pomerantz pointed me to this example.
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